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Two-Stage Identification of Closed-Loop Systems

R M. PRASAD, A. K. SINHA, AND A. K. MAHALANABIS

Absw—A twc+stage identifkation method based on modeling em
compensation for systems operating in dosed loop is presented. The
feedback regulator is assumed linear, timeinvariant. ‘Ibe model structure
and the identification technique described do not suggest any changes in
the feedback regulator or in the plant input. Results of identification based
on a simulated process are included

Different solutions have been proposed by many authors [1H3] to the
problem of identification of a linear time-invariant process working
under closed-loop conditions. The various solutions include use of a
nonlinear feedback [11, addition of a time delay in the forward path or a
small perturbation in the input [2], and addition of a noise in the
controller 131. In the present study, authors consider the identification of
a class of closed-loop systems through a two-stage estimation procedure
based on the Kalman-Bucy filter. The feedback is assumed linear,
time-invariant, and noise-free. The procedure does not impose any
additional constraint on the regulator or on the plant input.

We consider the following single-input single-output closed-loop sys-
tem.

~(k)=-~l~(k-1)-~2~(k-2) * . . - U,x(k-n)

+ b,u(k-I)+..-b,u(k-n) (1)

(2)

(3)

where x(k), the true process output, defines the "state" of the system,
u(k) is the input, y(k) is the output, and r(k) is a zero-mean white
Gaussian observation noise sequence with a known variance R (k). The
regulator parameter g is assumed stationary and known u priori. The
problem here is to identify the parameters u1,u2. . . un,b,,b2. . . b, utiliz-
ing the closed-loop data sequence y(k).

The closed-loop process modeled by (1H3) involves both state and
parameter estimation, since the true process output x(k) is not available.
For this, (1H3) are first converted to the following state variable form.

l) (4)

(5)
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where X(k) = [x(k)x(k- l). . . x(k-n +l)]‘ i~ the nth-order state vec-
tor, y(k-1)=[y(k-l)y(k-2)...y(k-n)lris the nth-order "input"
vector, and B = [-a,-a2.-• -a,$,..b,]‘ is the unknown parameter
vector. Matrices A (8) and B(8) are given by
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a d H = [ 1 0 O 01.

The problem of estimating B using the models (4) and (5) can be
solved through simultaneous state and parameter estimation by assum-
ing a suitable dynamic model for B (either constant or time varying) and
augmenting the state equation with this. One such technique is the
well-known extended Kalman filter which suffers from the defects of
increased dimensionality and the nonlinear filtering solution. It is, there
fore, proposed to solve the above problem in the following two stages.
A Stage 1: Make suitable Fmpt ions for the initial parameter estimate
i ( l / l ) and state estimate X (O/O) aqd then use a simple linear Kalman
filter to obtain the state estimate X(l / l ) . (All necessary assumptions
required for the K h a n filtering solution are to be made.)

Stage 2: Define a parameter model as follows:

9 (k +1) = 0 (k) (for constant coefficients). (6)

The output equation (5) can be rewritten in terms of the parameter
vector B as

y(k+l) = C(k + l)B(k + l) + r(k+l) (7)

where C(k+1) = [i(k)i(k-1) ... i(k-n + I) ~(k) . . . gY
. (k -n + !)I. Using the initial parameter estimate 8(1/1) and the state

estimate X(1/1) obtained ip Stage 1, obtain the Kalman filter solution
of the parameter estimates 8(2/2) utilizing the models (6) and (7). Stages
1 and 2 are to be repeated alternately in a bootstrap manner [I until the
parameter estimates converge to constant values.

Since in Stage 1 the state model is erroneous because of the inaccurate
values used for the parameters, the state estimates obtained using the
Kalman filter might diverge [4]. In order to check this divergence, a
fictitious white noise is added to the state model as a modeling error
compensation [SI. The difficulty, however, arises here in the u priori
knowledge of its covariance structure. In order to overcome this prob-
lem, the adaptive estimation algorithm of Sage and Husa [6] can be used
to obtain the fictitious noise covariance estimates along with the state
estimates. For this, model (4) is modified as below:

where B° is the assumed nominal value of the parameter vector B and
q(k) is a fictitious noise assumed to be zero-mean white Gaussian. The
following estimation algorithm of Sage and Husa [6] can then be used in
Stage I.

-l) = A(eO)P,(k-I/k-1)AT(eO

-1) = A(e°)~(k-l/k-

);,(k/k-l)=y(k)-H(k)i(k/k-l)

X (k/k) = ~ (k/k-l) + K,(k)y,(k/k-I)

P,(k/k) = [I- K,(k)H(k)lP,(k/k-])

-I/k-1) (9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

+ Kx (k)yx{k/k- \)yj(k/k- \)KJ(k)

+ Px{k/k)-A{9°)Px{k-\/k-\)AT{8°)] (15)
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Linear Manifold Constrained GLR

JACK S. H. LIU AND HAROLD L. JONES

Abstm—The Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) algorithm has been
developed to detect and identify state jumps [l]. Heretofore, the algorithm
has been applied wben: 1) the jump can be an a r b i i linear combination
of states, or 2) the jump is one state. ’Ilks correspondence describes the
GLR application to the situation of state jumps constrained to lie Mtong a
fixed subset of states, a linear manifold.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the following discrete-time dynamical system

(1)

(2)

Fig. 1. Parameter estimates of 0, and 0,.

where P, is the state estimation error covariance matrix, K, is the
Kalman gain, and Q(k) is the covariance matrix of the fictitious white
noise term q(k).

A Numerical Example: The following closed-loop process has been
considered as a numerical example:

9lx(.k-l)+62u(k-\) (16)

(17)

The feedback law is given by

u(k)=—y(k).

This system has been simulated on an ICL 1909 computer using the
fouowing values: e1 =o.5, e2=o.7, X(O)= I,Y(O)= I, R =O.OL

ne proposed algorithm has been processed using the simulated out-
p,ut data and_ following initial estimates: x(~/~) = ~, px(o/o) ,
Q(O/O)= 1.0, e(l/ l)=[o.o 0.01~ , and the initial parameter estimation
error covariance = 101.

Fig. 1 shows results of parameter estimates which have converged to
$e true values in about 500 iterations. The fictitious noise variance
Q(k/k) reduced to a very small value of 0.000796 and the mean-squared
error A(k) = (l/k)z/t[y(k)-H(k)i(k/k-l)]’ converged to a con-
stant value 0.0099 which is approximately equal to the variance of
observation noise.

Remarks: Use of the Kalman filter proposed in the two stages of the
estimation procedure makes the method applicable to time-varying cases
also. The computations involved can be reduced by employing a subop
timal filter such as Pandya's adaptive filter [7] or the stochastic ap
proximation algorithm [8] in Stage 1 of the proposed two-stage method;
however, its effect on the accuracy of the closed-loop identification has
to be further investigated.
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H(k+l)x(k+1)+u(k +

where w(k) and u(k) are independent, zero-mean, Gaussian, white noises
with covariances of intensity Q(k) and R(k), respectively. The initial
condition x(0) is Gaussian with mean x,, and covariance Pw The term
88,k+lu represents a jump in one or more of the state variables. The
jump time e is an unknown positive integer that assumes a finite value if
a jump occurs and takes the value + ea if there is no jump. Also, 8, is
the Kronecker delta and Y is the unknown size of the random jump.

Because of the random nature of the jump, including the unknown
jump time, a Kalman filter designed to estimate the system state must
operate under the assumption that no jump has occurred. When there is
no jump, the measurement residuals are a zero-mean white Gaussian
sequence. When a jump occurs, the measurement residuals are no longer
zero mean. They can be expressed in the form [11

k>8 (3)

where yl(k) is a white Gaussian sequence and G(k;B) can be computed
recursively from the system matrices.

The detection law for GLR is based upon the binary hypothesis
test—either the system is operating normally (/f0) or a parameter jump
has occurred (HI). With respect to the residuals, the two hypotheses are:

(4)

y(k)

11. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The manifold constrained GLR problem is precisely defined as follows.
Given the system model described by (1) and (2), suppose that jumps
can only occur among a subset of states because of unknown physical
properties or other modeling considerations, i.e.,

where q is less than or equal to the state dimension, {aj) is an arbitrary
set of scalars, and (4) is a set of basis vectors that span the space
occupied by the possible jump states. Thus, if Q is the space spanned by
{/}}, then the manifold constraint on v is vEQ. The problem is to: 1)
s m y the explicit dependence of the log likehhood ratio on B and {a,),
and 2) find 8 and {ij) that maximize the log likelihood ratio.

111. THE ” F O L D CONSTRAINED GLR ALGORITHM

The constraint (18) can be represented in vector-matrix notation as
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